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Everyone should go through his credit report, because credit score of a person is determined after
studying his credit report. Whenever he looks for finance, the lending agencies take steps to verify
his credit report. If they find that his credit report has been stained with less payment, late payment,
arrears, defaults, bankruptcy and such kinds of features, they just turn down his loan application.
The person is sure to have similar insulting embarrassment by the landlords or employers if he
wants an accommodation or if he approaches an employer for a job. It is good that he can secure
free credit report UK.

Credit report of a person is after accumulating details of his financial activities associated with
borrowing and reimbursement. His credit report is stuffed with accounts of his borrowing, amount of
cash he has so far secured, accounts of the finance providers from whom he has borrowed, history
of his repayment that includes lapses of less payment to bankruptcy, his and his lendersâ€™ name and
contact address etc. Credit report of the person is prepared by the financial bureaus (Experian,
Equifax and Trans Union etc for example). Free credit report UK is of great importance for him.

Citizens of United Kingdom have been given with the right to access to their credit report free of
cost. This is their legal right. They can access to the credit report once in a year, legally. Besides
this, they have scopes to secure free credit report UK, but they can do it for a limited period, a trial
period as it is called. Yes, for a trial period of 30 days, some websites offer the individuals to go
through their credit report free of cost, but they are to register with the websites and are to pay for
the services offered by them, when the trial period is over.

Why it is necessary to secure free credit report UK? Credit reports may not be free from mistakes.
Credit score derived from a credit report of a person stained with errors is sure to mislead the
finance agencies or employers causing great disadvantage for him. He can report the financial
bureaus if he detect mistakes in his credit report, that is, mistakes in figures of receipts or payments
or in any such things. The financial bureaus are legally bound to refresh the credit report and make
the same free from mistakes. They must dispatch a copy of the corrected credit report to the
concerned person and to all the creditors, landlords and employers who have been approached by
the person during the last twelve months. The fresh report may give better reading of credit score
and benefit the person. If the person finds that his credit report is still poor, he can take measures to
improve his credit performance in near future.
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